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Abstract
Purpose Considering the high susceptibility of patients with advanced non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) to COVID-19, 
we explored the susceptible cell types and potential routes of SARS-CoV-2 infection in lung adenocarcinoma (LUAD) and 
lung squamous cell carcinoma (LUSC) by analyzing the expression patterns of the entry receptor angiotensin converting 
enzyme 2 (ACE2) and the spike (S) protein priming proteases transmembrane serine protease 2 (TMPRSS2) and FURIN.
Methods Single-cell transcriptomic analysis of 14 LUSC and 12 LUAD samples was utilized to exhibit the heterogeneous 
expression of ACE2, TMPRSS2 and FURIN across different cell subsets and individuals.
Results 12 cell types and 33 cell clusters were identified from 26 cancer samples. ACE2, TMPRSS2 and FURIN were het-
erogeneously expressed across different patients. Among all cell types, ACE2, TMPRSS2 and FURIN were predominately 
expressed in cancer cells and alveolar cells, and lowly uncovered in other cells. Compared to LUSC, the protein priming 
proteases (TMPRSS2 and FURIN) were highly found in LUAD samples. However, ACE2 was not differentially expressed 
in cancer cells between the two cancer types. Moreover, ACE2, TMPRSS2, and FURIN expressions were not higher in any 
cell type of smokers than non-smokers.
Conclusion Our research first revealed the heterogeneous expression of ACE2, TMPRSS2, and FURIN in different cell subsets 
of NSCLC and also across different individuals. These results provide insight into the specific cells targeted by SARS-CoV-2 
(i.e., cancer cells and alveolar cells) in patients with advanced NSCLC, and indicate that smoking may be not an independent 
risk factor for NSCLC combined with COVID-19.
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Introduction

Coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) is an acute respira-
tory infection triggered by SARS-CoV-2, which has created 
a global pandemic (Jackson et al. 2022). To date (Decem-
ber 29, 2021), COVID-19 has resulted in 281,808,270 
laboratory-confirmed human infections globally and has 
accounted for more than 5411 thousand deaths, as reported 
by the WHO. SARS-CoV-2 infects individuals via its S pro-
tein, which binds to the ACE2 receptor, followed by priming 
through two host cell enzymes, the TMPRSS2 and the pro-
tease FURIN (Hoffmann et al. 2020a, 2020b). Contributing 
to SARS-CoV-2 host cell entry, ACE2 and its co-factors 
TMPRSS2 and FURIN show a significant correlation with 
host cell susceptibility in SARS-CoV-2 infection.

Lung cancer is also common globally at a high incidence 
and mortality rate (Yang et al. 2020), in which NSCLC 
accounts for 85–90% of cases (Chang et al. 2015). Patients 
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with lung carcinoma, especially NSCLC, have a higher vul-
nerability to SARS-CoV-2 and higher rates of serious com-
plications, leading to the admission to intensive care unit or 
even death than normal persons (Onder et al. 2020; Rogado 
et al. 2020; Zhou et al. 2020). This could potentially be 
attributed to the systemic immunosuppressive state induced 
by the malignancy or anti-tumor treatments (Addeo et al. 
2020). However, it has also been shown that irrespective of 
active anticancer treatments, patients with cancer still have 
an excess risk of suffering from COVID-19 (OR, 2.31; 95% 
CI, 1.89–3.02), relative to the general population (Yu et al. 
2020). We, therefore, infer that other mechanisms contribute 
to the high susceptibility of patients with NSCLC to SARS-
CoV-2, such as the heterogeneous expressions of ACE2, 
TMPRSS2 and FURIN across cell subsets and individuals.

LUSC and LUAD account for about 80% of NSCLC 
cases (Herbst et al. 2008). According to some bioinfor-
matics assays, ACE2 mRNA expression is upregulated in 
LUAD (Chai et al. 2020; Kong et al. 2020). In LUSC, ACE2 
expression levels are similar to those in normal lung tis-
sues, except in the primitive subtype (Kong et al. 2020). 
Additionally, TMPRSS2 expression levels are lower in 
LUAD and LUSC than those in healthy lung tissues (Kong 
et al. 2020). However, these genes’ expression patterns 
across different cell types and individuals are still unclear. 
In our research, single-cell RNA sequencing (scRNA-seq) 
of 26 biopsy samples, including 14 LUSC samples and 12 
LUAD samples, were acted to explore the expression levels 
of ACE2, TMPRSS2, and FURIN in cancer cells and the 
tumor microenvironment (TME), which consists of stromal 
cells, infiltrating immune cells, alveolar cells and other cell 
types (Chen et al. 2015). Of note, our data revealed vast 
tumoral heterogeneity among cancer and TME cells in dif-
ferent patients. Our study provides the first evidence for the 
heterogeneous expression of ACE2, TMPRSS2, and FURIN 
across different cell subsets of LUSC and LUAD tissue sam-
ples and provides insight into the intrinsic factors correlated 
with COVID-19 infection in NSCLC patients.

Materials and methods

Patients

All patients were histologically diagnosed as advanced 
NSCLC and further classified as smokers (not less than 20 
packs/year and quitting less than 10 years prior to enroll-
ment) and non-smokers (less than 100 cigarettes during the 
lifetimes). From November 2018 to August 2019, the tis-
sue samples were obtained from the primary lung tumor by 
bronchoscopy or transcutaneous needle biopsy. Patient infor-
mation is available in (Table 1). This research was supported 

by the Ethical Committee of Shanghai Pulmonary Hospital 
(K18-089-1).

Tissue dissociation and preparation of single‑cell 
suspensions

Total specimens were used for scRNA-seq. Fresh biopsy 
samples were rinsed in Hanks Balanced Salt Solution and 
then sliced to less than 1 mm pieces. The tissue pieces were 
digested with dissociation buffer for 10 to 20 min at 37 °C 
with continuous gentle rocking. Following digestion, single 
cells were separated from cell debris and other impurities 
using a sterile strainer (40-micron; Corning, Inc., Corn-
ing, NY, USA). Dissociated cells were incubated with Red 
Blood Cell Lysis Buffer (Singleron Biotechnologies, Nan-
jing, China) for 10 min at 25 °C and then washed thoroughly 
in PBS (HyClone, Logan, UT, USA) to gain a single-cell 
suspension. The final suspension was centrifuged and re-
suspended in PBS at a density of 1 ×  105 cells/ml.

Single‑cell RNA sequencing library preparation

The final single-cell suspension was loaded onto a micro-
fluidic chip to generate the scRNA-seq libraries according 
to the manufacturer’s instructions (GEXSCOPE Single-
Cell RNA-seq Kit, Singleron Biotechnologies). The result-
ing libraries were sequenced using an Illumina Hi-Seq × 10 
platform to obtain 150 bp paired-end reads.

All the tissue preparation, sequencing and further data 
analysis works were done by Singleron Biotechnologies Ltd. 
(Nanjing, China). The laboratories, experimental protocols 
or sequencing platform were highly consistent across dif-
ferent samples.

Quality control, cell type clustering and major cell 
type identification

Gene expression matrices were generated from raw reads 
using scopetools (https:// anaco nda. org/ singl eronb io/ scope 
tools). Cells with < 200 or > 5,000 expressed genes, or more 
than 30,000 unique molecular identifiers (UMIs), or mito-
chondrial contents exceeding 30% were removed. After dou-
blet removal, we obtained 78,766 cells for further analysis. 
The average number of genes and UMIs for each sample is 
shown in Table S1. We selected the top 600 variable genes 
using the Seurat 2.3 FindVariable function and then a prin-
cipal component analysis was applied. The top 20 princi-
pal components, a resolution of 1.0 and the FindClusters 
function were used to generate 33 cell clusters. Each cluster 
was scored according to the normalized expression levels 
of canonical markers and assigned to the cell type with the 
highest score. Clusters belonged to the same cell type were 
grouped for the next analysis. The results were confirmed 

https://anaconda.org/singleronbio/scopetools
https://anaconda.org/singleronbio/scopetools
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to be correct by manual inspection and were visualized 
through uniform manifold approximation and projection 
(UMAP). Twelve cell subtypes were determined by an initial 
exploratory inspection of the differentially expressed genes 
in each cluster corresponded to the reported cell-type spe-
cific marker genes. The differentially expressed genes were 
generated using the Seurat FindMarkers function. scRNA-
Seq data were uploaded to NCBI Gene Expression Omnibus 
database (GSE148071).

LUAD and LUSC classification based on scRNA‑seq 
expression

LUAD and LUSC scores were identified relied on the aver-
age percentage of tumor cells with marker expression for 
LUAD (NAPSA and TTF-1) or LUSC (KRT5 and TP63) 
(Fig. S1). Each patient was assigned to the subtype with 
the highest score. A final classification was determined by 
experts according to an integrated consideration of patho-
logical subtype and scRNA-seq subtype assignments. Group 
determination in all subsequent analyses was relied on the 
final patients’ classification.

ACE2, FURIN and TMPRSS2 expression based 
on scRNA‑seq data

The distributions of ACE2, FURIN, and TMPRSS2 expres-
sion across distinct patients and cell types were evaluated 
based on scRNA-seq data. Gene expression patterns of ACE2, 
TMPRSS2 and FURIN were visualized by UMAP plots, box 
plots, and bubble plots.

Statistical analysis

All values were expressed as means ± SD. Differences were 
assessed by the Wilcoxon rank-sum test, and P < 0.05 was con-
sidered statistically significant.

Results

Establishment of a cell atlas

scRNA-seq data for 26 advanced NSCLC patient samples 
with various histological and molecular phenotypes were 

Table 1  Demographics and clinical characteristics of study subjects

Patient number Gender Age year Cancer types Biopsy site Smoking status Stage

P3 Male 67 LUSC Lung Y IV
P41 Male 60 LUSC Lung Y IV
P1 Female 71 LUSC Lung N IV
P7 Male 71 LUSC Lung Y IV
P15 Male 64 LUSC Lung N IV
P18 Male 66 LUSC Lung N IV
P23 Male 77 LUSC Lung Y IV
P4 Male 58 LUSC Lung Y IIIc
P17 Male 71 LUSC Lung Y IIIb
P10 Male 65 LUSC Lung Y IIIb
P25 Male 75 LUSC Lung Y IIIb
P14 Male 60 LUSC Lung Y IIIc
P40 Male 62 LUSC Lung Y IIIc
P29 Male 48 LUAD Lung Y IV
P8 Male 35 LUAD Lung N IV
P39 Male 49 LUAD Lung N IV
P12 Female 62 LUAD Lung N IV
P38 Male 55 LUAD Lung Y IV
P28 Female 64 LUAD Lung N IV
P35 Male 63 LUAD Lung Y IV
P13 Female 50 LUAD Lung N IV
P21 Male 65 LUAD Lung Y IV
P5 Male 62 LUAD Lung N IV
P16 Male 49 LUAD Lung Y IV
P6 Male 59 LUSC Lung N IV
P9 Male 40 LUAD Lung Y IIIc
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analyzed (Fig. 1A, Table 1). After multiple quality con-
trol and filtering steps, transcriptome data for 78,766 cells 
were analyzed and then divided into 33 clusters by unsu-
pervised clustering, as shown on UMAP plot (Fig. 1B). 
Nine major cell types, including cancer cells, alveolar 
cells, fibroblasts, endothelial cells, epithelial cells other 
than carcinoma cells, lymphocytes, plasma cells, myeloid 
cells and mast cells, were further confirmed and assigned 
to each cluster based on the expression of canonical cell 
markers (Fig. 1B–D). The relative frequencies of different 
cell types varied substantially among specimens, which 
could be attributed to locations within the tumor or dif-
ferent tumor phenotypes (Fig. 1E). For deeper insight and 
more precise assessment, we further subdivided immune 
cells into seven cell types, which includes plasma cells, 
mononuclear phagocytes (MP), T cells, mast cells, B cells, 
neutrophils and mature DC (Fig. S2). The numbers for 
each cell type are listed in Table S2. For better visualiza-
tion, a stacked bar plot of non-cancer cells was displayed 
in Fig. S3.

We next evaluated the intertumoral heterogeneity across 
patients. One may observe that clusters defined as cancer 
cells are mainly contributed by sole individual patients 
while the remaining clusters defined as immune cells, stro-
mal cells or alveolar cells are shared by multiple patients 
(Fig. 1A–C). According to these clustering results, cancer 
cells of different patients showed an enhanced heterogene-
ity and patient-specific expression phenotypes compared to 
stromal and immune cells, which clustered together across 
different patients. In addition, we also used principal 
component analysis (PCA)-based method to measure the 
intertumoral heterogeneity levels of cancer cells accord-
ing to the procedure reported in the literature (Zhang et al. 
2021). The global or patient average in the principal com-
ponent (PC) space were calculated by averaging the PC 
scores for all cancer cells or cancer cells from each patient. 
The inter-tumoral heterogeneity is characterized by the 
distance of patient average in each sample and global aver-
age (Fig. S4).

Heterogeneous expression of ACE2, FURIN 
and TMPRSS2 across cell subtypes and individuals

We detected significant differences in the expression 
levels of ACE2, FURIN, and TMPRSS2 across cell sub-
types (Fig. 2A, B) and individuals (Fig. 2C). Heteroge-
neity in gene expression is common among individuals 
with advanced NSCLC. Frequencies of ACE2, FURIN, 
and TMPRSS2-positive cells from each cell subtypes per 
patient are shown in Table S3.

Comparison of ACE2, FURIN, and TMPRSS2 
expression across different cell subsets 
between LUAD and LUSC

A total of 26 patients included 12 (46.2%) LUAD and 14 
(53.8%) LUSC. Based on morphology and function, twelve 
total cell subtypes were classified into five major cell types, 
including cancer cell types, immune cell types (T cells, B 
cells, plasma cells, MP, neutrophils, mature DC, and mast 
cells), alveolar cells, epithelial cells other than cancer cells, 
and stromal cell types (fibroblasts and endothelial cells). 
According to the contents in biopsy samples and the propor-
tion of positive cells in each cell type, we focused on three 
of the five major cell types, including cancer cells, immune 
cells (MP, plasma cells, T cells, and mast cells), and alveo-
lar cells. The levels and frequencies of ACE2, FURIN, and 
TMPRSS2 expression in cell types mentioned above were 
analyzed in LUAD and LUSC.

We first examined the levels and frequencies of ACE2, 
FURIN, and TMPRSS2 expression in cancer cells between 
LUAD and LUSC (Fig. 3A, B). We detected a higher level 
and frequency of TMPRSS2 expression in LUAD cancer 
cells than in LUSC cancer cells (P < 0.01), while ACE2 and 
FURIN showed no significant differences (Fig. 3B).

According to the characteristic markers ABCA3, alveo-
lar cells were identified and compared among cancer types 
(Fig. 3C,D). The levels and proportions of cells express-
ing ACE2, FURIN and TMPRSS2 in alveolar cells of LUAD 
patients were higher than those in LUSC patients , while 
FURIN and TMPRSS2  showed higher levels of signifi-
cance (P < 0.01) (Fig. 3D). Of note, alveolar cells were only 
detected in eleven samples, and nine samples were obtained 
from patients with LUAD; accordingly, additional data are 
needed to verify these findings.

All immune cells in the two cancer types were divided 
into seven cell subtypes, and MP, plasma cells, T cells, as 
well as mast cells are the major components (Fig. 4A). We 
found that ACE2, encoding the entry receptor of S pro-
tein, and TMPRSS2 were rarely expressed in immune cells 
(Fig. 2B). FURIN expression was detected in immune cells 
(MP, plasma cells, T cells, and mast cells) (Fig. 4B), and 
had no significant difference between LUAD and LUSC 
(Fig. 4C).

The exact number and percentage of ACE2, FURIN, and 
TMPRSS2-positive cells of the total cells in each cell type 
between LUAD and LUSC are shown in Table S4. Further-
more, we also perform batch correction in Harmony prior to 
clustering analysis and compare the results and conclusions 
to the existing analysis. The latter conclusions when looking 
at levels and frequencies of ACE2, FURIN, and TMPRSS2 
expression across donor groups were consistent with the pre-
vious findings, and the UMAP visualization of these genes 
after removal of the batch effect is displayed in Fig. S5.
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Fig. 1  Heterogeneity and patient-specific expression signatures 
determined from biopsy samples. A UMAP analysis of 78,766 cells 
from 26 patients with NSCLC. B, C UMAP clustering of all cells. 
In total, 33 cell clusters and 9 major cell types were identified across 
78,766 cells. D Violin plots showing expression of canonical cell-

type marker genes across 9 major cell types. Cancer cell types were 
positive for EPCAM while negative for epithelial marker CAPS and 
alveolar marker ABCA3. E The distributions of major cell types var-
ied among samples
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Comparison of ACE2, FURIN, and TMPRSS2 
expression across different cell subsets 
between non‑smoking and smoking groups

26 patients were divided into smokers and non-smokers 
according to their smoking habits. The average expression 
levels and proportion of cells expressing ACE2, FURIN, and 
TMPRSS2 in the cell type mentioned above were analyzed 
next.

The levels and proportions of cancer cells expressing 
ACE2 and TMPRSS2 were slightly raised in non-smokers; 
however, the levels and frequencies of FURIN expression 
did not differ significantly with respect to smoking status 
(Fig. 5A).

Moreover, ACE2, FURIN, and TMPRSS2 expression lev-
els in alveolar cells (Fig. 5B), and FURIN expression levels 
in immune cells (MP, plasma cells, T cells, and mast cells) 
showed no statistical difference between the smoking and 
non-smoking groups (Fig. 5C). These findings were consist-
ent with some research which indicated that smoking was 
not an independent epidemiological risk factor for COVID-
19 (Rossato et al. 2020; Williamson et al. 2020).

The exact number and percentage of ACE2, FURIN, and 
TMPRSS2-positive cells of the total cells in each cell type 
between smoking and non-smoking groups are shown in 
Table S5.

Discussion

In this research, we obtained a comprehensive landscape 
of cell types in LUSC and LUAD from 26 biopsy samples 
by scRNA-seq. TME cells of different patients, including 
immune cells, stromal cells, epithelial cells, and alveolar 
cells clustered together by cell type, while cancer cells 
exhibited relatively high heterogeneity and patient-specific 
expression profiles. Lung cancer is a heterogeneous disease, 
and its heterogeneity has implications for diagnosis, selec-
tion of tissues for molecular diagnosis, therapeutic decisions 
as well as disease processes at the cellular and histologi-
cal levels (Sousa, Carvalho. 2018). In our study, we further 
identified inter-tumoral heterogeneity of lung cancer at a 
cellular and molecular level. The heterogeneous expres-
sion patterns of ACE2, TMPRSS2, and FURIN among cell 
subsets from LUSC and LUAD tissue samples and among 

individuals were revealed for the first time. We inferred that 
tumor molecular heterogeneity can explain, in part, why 
patients with NSCLC show significant differences in sus-
ceptibility to SARS-CoV-2 and illness severity.

LUSC and LUAD, as two major pathological subtypes 
of NSCLC, differ in origin, biological patterns and molecu-
lar characteristics (Xu et al. 2018). Recently, some studies 
have reported that susceptibility to SARS-CoV-2 might be 
higher in LUAD than in LUSC (Kong et al. 2020). The main 
mechanism underlying the interaction between SARS-CoV-2 
and mammalian host cells is the binding of the S protein of 
SARS-CoV-2 to its receptor human ACE2 (hACE2) through 
its receptor-binding domain and proteolytic pre-activation 
by TMPRSS2 and FURIN (Shang et al. 2020). Detailed 
analyses of the differences in ACE2, TMPRSS2, and FURIN 
expression levels between LUAD and LUSC may clarify 
whether cancer itself alters SARS-CoV-2 susceptibility phe-
notypes and disease severity.

Therefore, we explored the RNA expression levels of 
ACE2, TMPRSS2, and FURIN in 26 biopsy samples, includ-
ing 14 LUSC samples and 12 LUAD samples. Cancer cells 
were the major cells in each biopsy sample, with the highest 
frequencies of all detected cell types. Our data inferred that 
ACE2, TMPRSS2, and FURIN were all expressed in cancer 
cells. Cancer cells expressing TMPRSS2 in LUAD was more 
than that in LUSC, while FURIN and ACE2 expression did 
not differ between two cancer types. These results were con-
sistent with those of bioinformatics studies (Chai et al. 2020; 
Kong et al. 2020). Hence, LUAD patients were probably at 
a greater infectious risk of SARS-CoV-2.

TME, composed of diverse cell types (epithelial cells, 
alveolar cells, immune cells, stromal cells, etc.) and extra-
cellular components, surrounds cancer cells and influ-
ences tumor initiation, progression, metastasis, as well 
as  therapeutic efficacy (Binnewies et al. 2018; Ostman. 
2012, Wu, Dai 2017). ACE2 and its cofactor TMPRSS2 
are highly expressed on type 2 alveolar cells, which may 
act as target cells in humans (Zou et al. 2020). Our data 
inferred that alveolar cells expressed ACE2, TMPRSS2, and 
FURIN. The average proportion of alveolar cells expressing 
ACE2, FURIN and TMPRSS2 was higher in LUAD than in 
LUSC. As a result, alveolar cells in patients with LUAD 
may be more vulnerable to SARS-CoV-2. However, alveolar 
cells only existed in several samples in our study, and most 
samples were taken from patients with LUAD; more data are 
needed to support these findings. In addition, only FURIN 
was expressed in immune cells, which contains MP, plasma 
cells, T cells, and mast cells. It is possible that some types 
of immune cells in TME mentioned above are not target 
cells of SARS-CoV-2 and only participate in the progression 
of COVID-19 via the immune and inflammation response 
(Paces et al. 2020).

Fig. 2  Proportion and average expression of ACE2, FURIN, and 
TMPRSS2 across cell subsets and individuals. A Dot plot of the 
proportion of cells (dot size) in each cell subtype expressing ACE2, 
FURIN, and TMPRSS2 and average expression (color scale). B Point 
plots of the ACE2, FURIN, and TMPRSS2 expression levels in each 
cell subtype. C Dot plot of the proportion of cells (dot size) from 
each patient expressing ACE2, FURIN and TMPRSS2 and average 
expression (color scale)

◂
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Fig. 3  ACE2, FURIN, and TMPRSS2 expression patterns in can-
cer and alveolar cells between LUAD and LUSC. A Cancer cells 
were identified as LUAD and LUSC. ACE2, FURIN, and TMPRSS2 
expression patterns in cancer cells were detected and shown on 
UMAP plot. B Box plots of ACE2, FURIN, and TMPRSS2 expres-
sion levels and proportions in cancer cells across LUAD and LUSC. 

C Alveolar cells were grouped as LUAD and LUSC according to 
donor group. ACE2, FURIN, and TMPRSS2 expression patterns in 
all alveolar cells were detected. D Box plots of ACE2, FURIN, and 
TMPRSS2 expression levels and proportions in all identified alveolar 
cells between LUAD and LUSC
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Smoking is an important risk factor for lung cancer and 
can influence the pulmonary TME (Giotopoulou, Stathopou-
los 2020). A previous study has shown that smoking triggers 
an increase in ACE2 expression, which may partially pre-
dict that smokers possibly have an enhanced severe COV-19 
susceptibility (Smith et al. 2020). However, in our datasets, 
we could not find that the average expression and frequen-
cies of ACE2, TMPRSS2, and FURIN were higher in any 
cell type of smokers than non-smokers. These may indicate 
that smoking was not an independent risk factor for NSCLC 
combined with COVID-19. These findings were consistent 
with the conclusions of some clinical observations (Rossato 
et al. 2020).

In addition, we found that ACE2 expression levels in 
cancer cells between LUAD and LUSC were no significant 
differences, which brings new thinking to the suscepti-
bility of variant of SARS-CoV-2 that mainly relied on 

binding to ACE2 but not depended on TMPRSS2 (Meng 
et al. 2022).

To sum up, our results provide insight into the molecu-
lar basis for the higher risk of SARS-CoV-2 infection and 
worse prognosis in LUAD patients compared to LUSC 
patients and show that disease progression in patients with 
lung cancer could not be aggravated by smoking. Cancer 
cells and alveolar cells in the TME might act as target 
cells. Remarkably, we provide the first evidence for the 
heterogeneous expression of ACE2, TMPRSS2, and FURIN 
across cell subsets and individuals in NSCLC, explain-
ing the observed variation in susceptibility and severity of 
SARS-CoV-2 infection. Individualized prevention meth-
ods and treatments are necessary to meet the needs of dif-
ferent patients with NSCLC during the ongoing COVID-
19 pandemic.

Fig. 4  FURIN expression patterns in immune cells between LUAD 
and LUSC. A Immune cells were grouped as LUAD and LUSC 
according to donor group, and could be divided into seven cell sub-
types according to marker expression. MP, plasma cells, T cells, and 

mast cells are the major components. B FURIN expression patterns 
in all immune cells were detected. C Box plots of FURIN expression 
levels and proportions in MP, plasma cells, T cells, and mast cells 
between LUAD and LUSC
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